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Can decentralized, digitally-enabled movements sustain solidarity over time? What
is the role of digital media in such a process? While existing studies point to
the possibility of maintaining solidarity via digital media, the patterns that underlie such a process remain understudied. We focus on the case of the 2019
Anti-Extradition Law Amendment Bill Movement in Hong Kong and one of the
primary digital platforms for mobilization, the LIHKG forum. We highlight the
importance of the intersection of rhetoric and emotions and contend that LIHKG
users develop practices to foster solidaristic contents while inhibiting divisive ones.
Empirically, we analyze millions of discussion posts on LIHKG with rich text and
emoji data. We document the rising trend of online solidaristic contents in both
rhetoric and emotions despite the contemporaneous tactical radicalization and
demonstrate their co-occurrence. This study has implications on the role of digital
media and the sustainability of decentralized collective action.
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Introduction
Social movements in the age of social media have increasingly become decentralized in their
organization and digitally-enabled in their communication. Both factors tend to fragment
the movement and undermine solidarity among participants. The literature on group conflict
argues that a decentralized organizational structure is conducive to tactical radicalization (i.e.
employing violent tactics), group splintering, and infighting (Asal et al., 2012; Ives and Lewis,
2020; Bakke et al., 2012). Compounding this fragmenting tendency is the reliance on digitallyenabled communication. A growing body of literature on social media argues that online
political discussion tends to produce not only ideological but also affective polarization (Colleoni
et al., 2014; Barberá et al., 2015; Suhay et al., 2018; Yarchi et al., 2021). As such, we should
expect that decentralized, digitally-enabled movements to be effervescent and easy to fall apart
(Poell and van Dijck, 2015).
The case of the Hong Kong Anti-Extradition Law Amendment Bill (Anti-ELAB) Movement in 2019, however, presents a theoretical anomaly. Movement participants explicitly advocated an ethos of leaderlessness, engaging in cycles of citizen self-mobilization and relying
heavily on digital platforms for peer-to-peer communication (Lee et al., 2019). While tactical
radicalization ensued, protesters in Hong Kong maintained high solidarity instead of splintering
into competing factions, and the high protest turnouts remained remarkably robust for nearly
six months.
In this paper, we study how digital media could play a role in allowing decentralized,
digitally-enabled movements to combat the tendency towards fragmentation and maintain high
movement solidarity. Specifically, we focus on users’ practices on an online communication
platform, the LIHKG forum,1 which served as one of the primary information dissemination
and mobilization tools in the movement. Drawing on a focus on the interplay between emotions
and rhetoric, we argue that LIHKG users developed practices to shape the normative and
affective environments in which political discussion and organization occurred online: they
purposefully promoted solidaristic rhetoric and emotions while inhibiting divisive ones. These
practices might partially account for the fact that solidarity continued to be the overarching
norm among the forum users, which we thoroughly document in this study. Generally, we argue
1

The LIHKG forum can be accessed at https://lihkg.com/.
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that scholars should move beyond rhetoric and analyze how emotions intersect with rhetoric
to foster solidarity.
Empirically, we collect millions of LIHKG discussion posts throughout the movement
period in 2019 and exploit two types of data: text as data and emoji as data. First, we develop
a dictionary of keywords related to solidarity, division, and violent and nonviolent tactics. We
document that solidaristic keywords rose during the movement much faster than divisive keywords, even if the discussion on protest violence also grew. Second, we develop a classification
scheme of emoji into different emotional categories. We document that emoji related to solidarity (enthusiasm, grief, and anger) rose in their frequency during the movement. Third, we
validate both approaches by conducting principal-component analysis and co-occurrence analysis. We show that, even without any ex ante labeling, emoji exhibit an underlying dimension
related to solidarity and division. We also demonstrate that our labeled emoji and pre-defined
keywords correspond well with one another: solidaristic keywords co-occur more strongly with
solidarity-related emoji but not divisive ones. Lastly, in the discussion section, we offer some
qualitative and quantitative evidence that the rise in solidarity on LIHKG is closely related
to users’ practices to purposefully promote solidaristic contents with upvotes and inhibiting
divisive ones with downvotes. Online users are agents whose practices shape, not just merely
reflect, the broader sentiments of the movement.
The findings of this paper have implications for the study of social media, political
polarization, and collective action. Contrary to previous studies on social media and political
polarization, we find that social media do not inherently lead to ideological or affective polarization, even in a politically salient context. It highlights the crucial role played by users’ practices
(Colleoni et al., 2014) in shaping the normative or affective environment online and fostering
the spontaneous formation of new political norms via rhetoric and emotions. Similarly, it
underscores the relevance of social norms and the affordance of digital media in facilitating
their emergence in maintaining group cohesion, especially given a decentralized organizational
structure that has increasingly become a defining feature of many collective actions.
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Related literature
Social media, decentralized movements, and the problem of solidarity
Why is solidarity a problem in decentralized movements? Social movement scholars have long
been interested in the advantages of horizontal, non-hierarchical organizational structures of
movements, especially since the “New Social Movements” such as the Feminist Movements or
the Environmental Movements (Dalton, 1990; Klandermans, 1991). By emphasizing fluid, selfparticipatory forms of movement organization, participants can align their personal experiences
with the movement’s frames, hence enhancing their commitment to the movement’s causes.
Furthermore, because of the flexible and spontaneous nature of the movement organization,
such movements can spread and diffuse widely rather than being confined to the designated
locations planned by movement leaders. Furthermore, with the advent of internet media,
especially social media, scholars have contended that because of their participatory nature,
social movements have become increasingly decentralized, digitally-enabled, and even devoid
of not just formal but also informal leaders as well (so-called “leaderless” movements) (Bennett
and Segerberg, 2013; Castells, 2015; Gerbaudo, 2012).
However, the decentralization of organizational structures bears unique challenges to
social movements, particularly in the difficulty in sustaining solidarity and commitment among
participants. Solidarity, which is the socially constructed recognition of shared interests among
protesters and the continuous willingness to contribute toward a common program, is vital
to achieving collective outcomes for the group (Levi and Olson, 2000; Tarrow, 2011; Hechter,
1988). As social movements often require prolonged struggles to succeed, maintaining solidarity
over time becomes a critical yet difficult issue for participants (Oppenheim et al., 2015).
One threat to solidarity brought by decentralized organizational structures is the fragmentation in movement tactics. Tactical radicalization and the ensuing organizational fragmentation have plagued many decentralized movements due to the absence of central organizations
or leaders in enforcing discipline and containing protest violence. Recent studies in the literature
on group conflict argue that decentralized organizational structure is conducive to radicalization and the adoption of violent tactics (Ives and Lewis, 2020). Violent tactics adopted by
participants can, in turn, lead to disagreement among the “moderate” and the “radical flanks”
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within the movement and cause group splintering (Asal et al., 2012; Robnett et al., 2015). This
organizational split can further encourage infighting among movement flanks or organizations,
severely undermining their capacity for collective action and diverting energy towards the pursuit of private interests (Bakke et al., 2012). Indeed, the divide between the tactically moderate
and the radical flanks has been a notable feature of the Umbrella Movement in 2014, another
historic pro-democracy movement in Hong Kong (Lee et al., 2019). This makes the solidarity
between both flanks demonstrated in the 2019 Anti-ELAB movement even more puzzling.2
The use of social media makes maintaining solidarity additionally challenging for decentralized
movements. Recent studies have pointed out the tendency of digitally-enabled movements towards fragmented meanings and fractured social networks. As Bennett and Segerberg (2013)
elaborated, in contrast to traditional social movements which tended to have unified collective frames, “connective action” participants mobilized through digital media tend to interpret
the movement goals via their personalized frames. Such fluid, personalized frames imply that
there is no guarantee whether participants can achieve any consensus on movement meaning. Furthermore, the social networks of digitally-enabled movements originate from multiple
social circles that may have few pre-existing trusting relationships (Bennett and Segerberg,
2013; Castells, 2015). Consequently, fragmented social networks can create separate network
groups that pursue their own goals, meanings, and tactics (Bennett, 2012; Hsiao, 2017), thus
threatening the overall solidarity.
Compounding the tendency towards fragmentation and low solidarity is the effect of
social media in producing polarization. A growing body of literature on social media argues that
online political discussion tends to produce ideological polarization. This is because discussion
around politically salient topics tends to exhibit homophily and echo chambers among likeminded people, producing political polarization (Colleoni et al., 2014; Barberá et al., 2015).
2

In the context of Hong Kong social movements and this paper, we focus on one dimension of “radi-

calization,” that is the tactical division between protesters who abide by the ideals of civil disobedience
and practice non-violence versus protesters who adopt a more “militant” ideology and exercise protest
violence (but short of armed conflict). Lee et al. (2019) notes that “the deep and evolving divisions between the nonviolent and militant camps” were developed during the 2014 Umbrella Movement, which
remained largely peaceful and during which tactically radical protesters were marginalized. The overarching theme of solidarity in the 2019 movement examined by this study, therefore, refers to the specific
reconciliation and cohesion between two tactical camps.
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Furthermore, social media can exacerbate affective polarization. Online political discussion
can increase one’s exposure to intense feelings of animosity and inter-group hostility (Suhay
et al., 2018; Yarchi et al., 2021). Empirical studies have further shown that online discussion
tends to generate more negative emotions than face-to-face one Baek et al. (2012), such as
disdain or sarcasm (Anderson and Huntington, 2017; Lee and Kwak, 2014), and even “toxic
technocultures” which promote anti-feminist and misogynistic contents (Massanari, 2017).
Fostering solidarity on social media and the Anti-ELAB Movement
However, recent studies have also emphasized the potential for digital or social media in fostering movement solidarity. What are the alternative mechanisms through which digital media
can achieve such an end that seemingly contradicts the literature above? Vachhani and Pullen
(2019) found that recent online feminist movements can create a culture of “affective solidarity.”
Similarly, Stewart and Schultze (2019) found in the case of the My Stealthy Freedom movement
that social media can produce norms that motivate “imagined solidarity.” Two pathways are
possible in explaining this effect. The first pathway is about emotions. A large literature investigates the role of emotions in collective action (van Zomeren et al., 2008; Jasper, 2011; Tausch
et al., 2011). Recent studies point to how digital media may produce solidarity by producing
positive emotions such as the sense of collective identification, mutual support, and efficacy,
which fuel the passion and commitment of participants (Morell, 2012; Tremayne, 2014; Hsiao,
2018; Jost et al., 2018). A related pathway is about norms, which are the social rules and
expectations prescribing what people should or should not do given some social circumstances.
In the specific context of protests, norms of solidarity can emerge to encourage participation
in protests, help overcome collective action problem, and sustain the level of commitment of
participants towards the movement (Opp, 2001; Goldstone, 1994).
It is important, however, to address two issues related to norms and emotions. First,
norms do not entail automatic compliance, as Hechter (1988) and Opp (2001) emphasize.
Social sanctioning via positive or negative incentives and the (although imperfect) enforcement
of norms are always important elements in explaining whether members will indeed comply
with the norms. Second, focusing exclusively on the production of solidaristic norms and,
similarly, positive emotions, is inadequate. One must simultaneously address the inhibition of
divisive norms and negative emotions (Baek et al., 2012; Massanari, 2017) which constitute a
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threat to their solidaristic counterpart.
These two observations serve as the critical linchpin in reconciling the contradiction in
the literature – that digital or social media can at once lead to polarization and solidarity. We
argue that the ability of decentralized, digitally-enabled movements to combat the tendency
towards fragmentation and polarization and maintain solidarity is conditioned by whether digital media users can effectively foster a normative and affective environment conducive towards
solidarity and suppressive towards divisiveness. We echo Colleoni et al. (2014)’s call to take
users’ practices and culture seriously.
In the case of the Anti-ELAB Movement, researchers have argued that solidarity was a
central theme in the movement and, among other factors, the LIHKG platform played a pivotal
role in producing solidarity online (Lee, 2020; Lee et al., 2021b,a, 2019). They described that
solidaristic rhetoric such as “no severing of ties” or “brothers climbing mountains” emerged
and dominated on LIHKG, while “disciplinary tropes” also appeared to sanction particular
discussion. Based on survey data, they also show that the use of LIHKG was associated with
stronger feelings of solidarity and agreement with emerging discourses and protest tactics.
Nonetheless, while we observe the outcome of solidaristic content appearing on LIHKG,
it leaves the question open concerning the processes that underlie its emergence. We build on
and advance this new body of work in three ways. First, we focus comprehensively on both
solidarity and division in our dictionary and emoji approaches and document that solidaristic
contents grew much faster compared to divisive ones. That contrast is important because any
conclusion that solidarity was the dominant sentiment is at best partial unless we contextualize
that with the contemporaneous trend of divisiveness. Second, we take the online culture of emoji
seriously and study the interplay between rhetoric and emotions to understand the processes of
solidarity production. Third, we offer some qualitative and quantitative evidence to corroborate
that LIHKG users developed practices to promote solidaristic contents and inhibit divisive ones
and that users’ practices matter. Taken together, our results show how solidaristic rhetoric and
emotions became the dominant norm vis-à-vis divisive contents, which are closely related to
the users’ practices to foster such a normative environment purposefully.
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Background and basic LIHKG metrics
LIHKG forum amid Hong Kong Anti-ELAB movement
The Anti-ELAB Movement was triggered by Hong Kong government’s highly controversial proposal to surrender fugitives to China’s jurisdiction in early 2019. The Anti-ELAB Movement
has been characterized as leaderless and decentralized in that it had no recognizable leading
figures or organizations, and protesters relied heavily on digital media to disseminate information and mobilize others (Lee et al., 2019). Against this background, LIHKG emerged as one
of the most prominent platforms for mobilization and communication during the movement.
LIHKG is an online forum where pseudonymous users can create, read, and reply to
discussion threads3 and is widely regarded as the “central communication platform” among
the 2019 movement participants (Lee, 2019). One prominent feature of LIHKG is that a small
subset of the discussion threads are separately highlighted and listed in the “popular threads”
section, allowing users to conveniently access those threads currently gaining the most attention.
Another important feature is that users can “upvote” or “downvote” an original discussion post,
whose overall “vote score” (the sum of upvotes less the sum of downvotes) can be previewed
by all viewers before clicking on and engaging in a particular discussion thread.
The features of popular threads and vote scores serve two similar and important functions.4 First, they help users create focal points for collective action to facilitate the organization
and mobilization of new protest events. As a result, LIHKG is argued to have “a democratic
approach to protest” which “levels decision-making based on the popularity of ideas” (Purbrick,
2019). More importantly, they also help create focal points for discussion: among all existing
3

While users do not need a registered account to view the contents of the forum, they need a Hong

Kong internet service provider’s (ISP) or a Hong Kong higher education institution’s email address
to register for membership and be able to post messages. This approach maintains a high degree of
accessibility of its contents to the general public while providing some safeguards, at least from the
users’ perspective, against internet trolls or bots, thereby increasing the credibility of the contents to
some extent.
4
It should be noted that, however, upvoting and downvoting do not impact whether a thread is listed
as popular per the forum’s guideline. See https://help.lihkg.com/mechanism/hot/. But that does not
undermine our argument that the two features serve similar purposes from a functional perspective.
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discussion threads, users can converge on those threads with a normative and affective tone
that reflects the dominant consensus, thereby further increasing their visibility and popularity.
Therefore, not only is LIHKG “effective in communicating the dominant sentiments” among
protesters (Lee, 2019), it also reproduces and reifies those sentiments.
LIHKG data and basic metrics
To map out the overall trends of solidaristic rhetoric and emotions on LIHKG over time, we
construct a dataset that records all publicly available discussion posts from two sub-forums of
LIHKG, “Current affairs” and “Politics”, from March 15 to December 31, 2019. We choose
these two sub-forums to ensure that what we capture is directly pertinent to political discussion.
Specifically, we employed the REST API to collect more than 14 million discussion posts
nested within 263,705 discussion threads and initiated by 147,642 unique users. For each
discussion post, our dataset contains information such as its actual message (including emoji
being embedded as URLs), the unique identification numbers for the thread to which it belongs
and for the user who authored it, the date and time it was created, and other auxiliary variables
such as the upvotes and downvotes it received.
We focus on the period from March 15, 2019, when the first protest related to the
extradition arrangement occurred, to December 31, 2019 when the movement gradually lost
momentum and protests were later banned with the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic. Although we regard the massive protests that erupted on June 9 and June 12 (i.e., the second
week of June) as the effective beginning of the movement, looking into data since March 15
gives us extra leverage to observe the temporal dynamics of discursive and emotional contents
on LIHKG and ensures that we do not merely capture pre-movement trends. In the main
results section, we add a vertical line annotating the second week of June in all figures to
facilitate comparison and demonstrate that the temporal dynamics of solidarity continued to
evolve after the demarcated week.
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Figure 1. Basic metrics of LIHKG. The counts of unique posts, threads, total users,
and new users are averaged at a weekly level. Y-axis is log-base 10 transformed where
each interval represents a ten-fold increase in count to accommodate different scales.
Vertical dashed lines and annotations denote key movement episodes that maps closely
to the rise of the metrics.

Figure 1 visualizes the weekly averages of four metrics of the LIHKG data under study,
including the numbers of unique posts, unique threads, total users, and new users. These
four metrics follow strikingly similar temporal patterns in response to various key movement
episodes. As a baseline for comparison, in the second week of March, there were 1,617 unique
posts nested in 80 discussion threads and initiated by 944 users, 167 of whom were new users
(defined as whose accounts were created within the last 30 days when they posted their contents). These numbers grew exponentially during the second week of June when a series of
large-scale protests broke out: there were 693,399 posts contained in 20,935 threads and initiated by 50,223 total users, 2,669 of whom were newly registered within the last 30 days.
As city-wide protests ensued, those metrics peaked in the first week of August with 1,240,453
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posts, 25,881 threads, 68,359 total users, and 8,681 new users. These figures continued to rise
and fall in tandem with other key movement episodes and illustrate the explosive popularity
of the LIHKG platform among participants for communication and discussion.
In this study, our basic unit of analysis is discussion posts from which we compute our
keyword and emoji measures by looking at their individual messages. But due to the timeseries nature of our data and our goal to examine the temporal dynamics on the forum, most of
our following analyses present weekly aggregate measures that are averages computed across all
posts created in a given week, while our figures label the time axis (X-axis) in months simply
to enhance readability, similar to Figure 1.
Methodology
A dictionary approach to measure solidarity
We employ two approaches to capture solidaristic rhetoric and emotions and quantify their
prominence and co-occurrence over time. The first one is a dictionary approach in which we
manually came up with 10 initial keywords relevant to the themes of solidarity and divisiveness
respectively, most of which are popular protest slogans and slang that emerged during the
movement. To ensure that our dictionary contains as many prominent keywords as possible,
we employ the Word2Vec algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013) based on the original keywords
to generate a pool of closely related words, from which we further qualitatively choose 10
additional keywords to substantiate the original lists.5
In total, we collected 20 keywords related to solidaristic expressions and 20 keywords
for divisive ones (see the Appendix for the full list of keywords). Prime examples for solidaristic
keywords include “hands and feet” (sau2 juk1 手足),6 “no splitting” (bat1 got3 jik6 不割席), and
5

The Word2Vec model was trained from scratch using all the posts in our dataset using the

Gensim Word2Vec package. The text was segmented using Gensim’s inbuilt segmentation function
gensim.utils.simple_preprocess(). We used the default parameters from Gensim for training: vector size of 100, a window size of 5 words, trained using the skip-gram model for 5 epochs. The most
similar words for each keyword were selected using the word vectors with the most similar cosine similarity.
6
This is a phrase of comradeship or endearment by which movement participants address one another.
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“no division between peaceful and militant protesters” (wo4 yung5 bat1 fan1 和勇不分), all of
which were prominent protest slogans developed during the 2019 movement to express solidarity
and discourage division across tactical factions. Some keywords with a strong connotation of
divisiveness include “keyboard strategist in a air-conditioned room” (laang5 hei3 gwan1 si1 冷
氣軍師), “hunting for traitors” (juk1 gwai2 捉鬼), and “lefttard” (jo2 gaau1 左膠).
To further contextualize the dynamics of rising solidarity, we apply the same procedures
to come up with two additional lists of keywords related to violent and nonviolent tactics
respectively. Tactically moderate and radical protesters remained remarkably cohesive during
the 2019 movement, although the issue of protest violence remained contentious throughout
its development (Lee, 2020). We use these two categories of keywords as a proxy for the
prominence of protest violence, assuming that the intensity of violent tactics being discussed
online should correspond, albeit imperfectly, to the intensity of them being practiced on the
ground. In the result section, we provide evidence that the rhetoric of solidarity rose alongside
the growing radicalization observed in online discussion, despite the theoretical prediction that
radicalization tends to lead to fragmentation.
A emoji approach to measure solidarity
To corroborate our dictionary approach, we adopt an alternative method to measure solidarity
based on emotions, which are encapsulated and communicated in the form of emoji. We
assemble the top 495 emoji most frequently used in our dataset and classify them into five
categories of emotions: enthusiasm, anger, grief, disdain, and mockery. We create a dummy
indicator for each emotion and qualitatively code their values for each of the 495 emoji. This
yields 106 emoji (21.4%) being classified as exhibiting enthusiasm; 83 (16.8%), grief; 29 (5.9%),
anger; 46 (9.3%), disdain; and 41 (8.3%) mockery. The Appendix lists all 495 emoji and the
full classification scheme.
The purpose of this classification is to link emoji to solidarity and divisiveness through
specific emotional categories, thereby gaining traction in measuring the solidaristic or divisive
sentiments using emoji. On the one hand, emotions of enthusiasm (Casas and Williams, 2019),
Cheng et al. (2022) reports that “hands and feet” was the top-ranked phrase on LIHKG, consistently
ranking first in frequency from August 2019.
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anger (Margolin and Liao, 2018) and grief (Kleef, 2016) are argued to either encourage collective
action or solicit sympathy and compassion from others, thus being most relevant to solidarity
which entails both the readiness to act collectively and the sense of togetherness. On the other
hand, emotions of disdain and mockery both express the dismissal of others or a subject as
being unworthy of consideration, implicitly creating a social distance between the subject and
the target of disdain and mockery. They are salient emotions often expressed during politically
charged and hostile debates to dismiss the other party. Therefore, disdain and mockery should
be the emotional categories most associated with social divisiveness.
To demonstrate the validity of our classification of emoji, we conduct a principalcomponent analysis (PCA) with all emoji and top tokens in the forum without any ex ante
labeling. At a post level, we first find the co-occurrence of each emoji with top-500 tokens,
and then use the emoji’s co-occurrence values with each of the 500 tokens as inputs in the
PCA.7 The expectation is that we should be able to identify clusters of emoji even without
any labeling, and those clusters should exhibit a dimension closely related to the themes of
solidarity and division and bear a resemblance to our classification of emoji.

7

More specifically, we adopt a resampling method to construct the co-occurrence matrix between

emoji and tokens. With more than 14 million posts in our dataset, it is computationally intensive to
construct the co-occurrence matrix by one-hot encoding 495 emoji and hundreds of thousands of tokens
and computing the cross product. For tractability, we focus on top-500 most common tokens across
all post messages. Sampling 1,000 posts at a time, we encode the presence of those emoji and tokens
and compute one co-occurrence matrix Mi . We repeat this procedure for k = 1, 000 times and average
across all individual Mi=1,2,...k to yield an average co-occurrence matrix, M̄ , which is used in the PCA.
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Figure 2. Principal-component analysis of emoji and top-500 tokens. The left
panel shows the fitted coordinates for each emoji onto the first and second principal components (PCs), with points color-coded depending on whether they are ex ante classified
as solidarity- or division-related emotions, and the corresponding emoji are shown next
to key points. The right panel shows the loadings of key tokens that contribute most
strongly to PC2.

Figure 2 presents the PCA results. The left panel shows each emoji fitted onto the
coordinates of the first and second principal components (PCs). We color-code the points
based on whether they are ex ante classified as solidarity-related emotions (enthusiasm, anger,
or grief) or divisive ones (disdain or mockery), but it is important to emphasize that these
are not features used during the PCA; they are learned from the co-occurrence of emoji and
tokens. Specifically, PC2 (on Y-axis) seems to do a decent job of separating two types of emoji:
emoji with positive fitted values on PC2 exhibit excitement, encouragement, anger, or sadness,
while those with negative values betray a sense of ridicule or contempt (emoji examples shown
on the left panel). Looking at the top loadings on PC2 on the right panel, we indeed can see
two thematically related groups of tokens. Tokens that have positive loadings on PC2 include
“togetherness of all people” (chyun4 man4 全民), readiness for collective action such as “to
liberate” Hong Kong (gwong1 fuk6 光復) or “to push” a post (teui1 推), and key movement
episodes such as “811” (August 11 protests) and “721” (July 21 Yuen Long attack). On the
contrary, negative loadings on PC2 are associated with derogatory terms such as “stupid” (so4
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傻; gau1 鳩, or equivalently “on9”), action such as “laughing” (siu3 笑), or us-versus-them
identities such as “lefttard” (jo2 gaau1 左膠) or “others” (yan4 dei6 人地).
Taken together, the results of the PCA lend evidence that there are underlying emotional clusters of emoji which reflect themes of solidarity and divisiveness even without any
ex ante labeling, and our emoji classification bears a resemblance to those clusters. We will
further triangulate our dictionary and emoji approach using co-occurrence analysis to show
their correspondence in the main results section.
Main results
Dictionary approach results
We report the descriptive trends of rising solidarity on LIHKG throughout the movement. Both
the dictionary and the emoji approaches corroborate the argument that solidaristic rhetoric and
emotions grew and became predominant as the movement progressed. Figure A1 reports the
average numbers of keywords per 1,000 tokens, computed across all posts at a weekly level.8
As the movement unfolded, solidaristic keywords started to become prominent rapidly: the
average number of solidaristic keywords per 1,000 tokens was around 2 in June; that number
continued to rise to over 4 in August and near 6 in October. Most notably, the solidaristic
keyword measure reached an outlying value of 15 per 1,000 tokens in the second week of
November (data point not shown on the graph), which corresponds to the battles in the Chinese
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) and the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU), two of
the most intense conflicts which elicited sympathy and prompted action from the moderate who
attempted to rescue the radical besieged by the police in the campuses (Cheng et al., 2022).
In contrast, while there is evidence that divisive keywords were slightly rising in their
prevalence, their per 1,000-token measures stayed within the range from 2 to 3 and were consistently lower than those of solidaristic keywords since July. In other words, our keyword
8

The per 1,000-token measure is calculated by (1) counting the number of each type of keywords

appeared in each post, (2) scaling the number by the length of tokens (after removing stop words) at a
post level to reduce the influence of spamming where certain posts merely repeat the same keywords for
many times, (3) taking the weekly average for the above per token statistics across all posts in a given
week, and (4) multiplying the value by 1,000 for readability.
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measures provide evidence that solidarity was the prevailing rhetoric of discussion over that of
division on LIHKG.

Figure 3. Changing predominance of solidaristic, divisive, violent and peaceful keywords. Each dot represents the number of keywords per 1,000 tokens, averaged
at a weekly level. The smooth curves are produced by the generalized additive model
(GAM).

The significance of the rising solidaristic rhetoric is further highlighted by the contemporaneous trend of tactical radicalization, which we proxy for by measuring the number of
keywords related to violent tactics and peaceful tactics. We show the results on the right panel
of Figure A1. While keywords related to peaceful means (e.g. gathering, march, and maintaining the movement’s image in front of international media) were more prevailing in the early
phase of the movement, violence-related keywords gradually gained currency and overtook the
former to become more prominent on LIHKG since late September. This bimodal shape of
two distributions might correspond to the growing tactical radicalization of the protesters on
the ground as the movement was protracted. But solidaristic rhetoric, as we observed, rose
alongside this increasing prominence of protest violence.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of solidaristic and divisive keyword measures
(per 1,000 tokens)
Solidarity keywords

Division keywords

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

All posts

4.7

43.3

2.9

29.8

Between users

4.5

22.1

1.8

10.9

Between threads

4.5

21.2

3.1

14.9

Note. Measures are computed across all posts, at the user level, and at the thread
level respectively.

We further investigate the user and thread heterogeneity in potentially driving the
solidaristic or divisive rhetoric. Table 1 reports the summary statistics for the solidarity and
divisive keyword measures computed (i) across all posts, at (2) the user level and (3) the
thread level. Focusing on solidaristic keywords, we can observe a considerable variability in
the measure across all posts, with a mean of 4.7 and a SD of 43.3. If we first compute the
average keyword measures of posts created by the same users, then compute the average and
standard deviation between users, we get a mean of 4.5 and a SD of 22.1, reflecting the betweenuser variability. Alternatively, if we repeat the second procedure but compute the summary
statistics between threads, we get a mean of 4.5 and a between-thread SD of 21.2.
This preliminary exercise suggests large between-user and between-thread heterogeneities
in producing solidaristic rhetoric. However, it does not adjudicate which variability is more
potent in driving the rise of certain rhetoric nor reveal the more complex network structure of
users. In the Appendix, we reproduce Figure A1 by excluding posts that are either produced
by influential individuals (whose within-user keyword measure is 1 SD beyond the mean) or
contained in influential threads (whose within-thread keyword measure is 1 SD beyond the
mean). The broad patterns observed in Figure A1 and our conclusion of the rise of solidaristic
rhetoric do not change, although the levels of keyword measures do drop due to the exclusion
of posts.
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Emoji approach results

Figure 4. Changing predominance of five categories of emoji: enthusiasm,
grief, anger, disdain and mockery. Y-axis is log-base 2 transformed where each
interval represents a two-fold increase in count to accommodate different scales. The
smooth curves are produced by the generalized additive model (GAM).

The emoji approach similarly offers evidence that solidarity-related emotions rose throughout
the movement, although the patterns in division-related emotions are more mixed. Figure 4
presents the average number of emoji per 100 posts for each of the five emotional categories:
enthusiasm, grief, anger, disdain, and mockery.9 We expect that the prominence of enthusiasm,
grief, and anger emoji, being closely related to solidarity, should rise. In contrast, since emoji
9

We compute the average number of emoji per 100 posts by (1) counting the number of emoji that

appeared in each post, (2) taking the weekly average for the above statistics across all posts in a given
week, and (3) multiplying the value by 100 for readability. We do not scale those numbers by the token
length at a post level, like we did for keyword measures, because some posts contain only emoji and no
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expressing disdain and mockery are closely related to division, we expect their corresponding
prominence to fall.
From Figure 4, we observe that emoji exhibiting enthusiasm were the most prominent
category and their frequency rose since the movement broke out in the second week of June: the
average number of enthusiastic emoji grew from about 16 per 100 posts before June to over 32
since August and kept rising in the subsequent period. Similarly, the prominence of anger emoji
rose significantly: the per 100-post measure kept growing from about 2 before June to nearly
8 in September. We can also observe some growth in the prominence of grief emoji, though
the increase was much more modest. In contrast, the prominence of disdain emoji dropped
significantly from about 16 per 100 posts before June to about 8 in July, though the decrease
tapered off quickly as the movement progressed. For mockery emoji, there was a similar fall in
the number before and after June, which remained relatively stable from June to October but
saw some resurgence since November.
To the extent that our emotional classification of emoji serves as valid proxies for
participants’ sentiments about solidarity and division, these results corroborate those from the
dictionary approach. On the one hand, we saw an increase in solidarity-related emoji, namely
those that express enthusiasm, anger, and grief (though to a lesser extent), being used more
frequently in discussion. On the other hand, emoji expressing disdain and mockery experienced
a significant drop as the movement broke out in the second week of June, although the decrease
tapered off and even reversed (for mockery) during the later part of the movement.
We further triangulate our dictionary and emoji approaches by examining the cooccurrence of keywords and emoji. The expectation is that if our emotional classification of
emoji validly captures the sentiments related to solidarity and division, those emoji should cooccur more strongly with the corresponding types of keywords. In other words, we expect that
enthusiasm, grief, and anger emoji should co-occur more frequently with solidaristic keywords,
whereas disdain and mockery emoji should co-occur more frequently with divisive keywords.

text in their messages, hence their token length being zero and the scaled measure being undefined. We
instead simply present per post statistics for emoji.
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Figure 5. Co-occurrence of emoji and keywords related to solidarity and
division. The co-occurrence is measured at a weekly level. The smooth curves are
produced by the generalized additive model (GAM).

Figure 5 reports the co-occurrence analysis results and offers evidence to support the
above arguments.10 For enthusiasm and grief, we observe a “hump-shape” curve (in blue)
that indicates that their co-occurrence with solidaristic keywords increased over time since the
movement broke out, though it tapered off beginning in September, against a relatively flat
line for their correspondingly low co-occurrence with divisive keywords (in orange) throughout
the movement. Interestingly, the case for anger emoji is more mixed: we observe a more flat
10

We compute the co-occurrence scores by (1) counting the frequency of the keywords and types of

emoji that appeared in a given post, (2) partitioning all posts at a weekly level, and (3) constructing a cooccurrence matrix at a weekly level where the cell values represent the raw co-occurrences of the features
in a given week. In Figure 5, we standardize the raw co-occurrences for a given emotion to facilitate
comparison, and the standardization does not change the patterns of the distribution we observe and
describe.
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hump shape for the solidaristic keyword line, and the wedge between the two lines is relatively
smaller for anger emoji. One possible explanation is that while anger can be directed against
an out-group target, such as the government or the police, to express in-group cohesion, it
can also be directed against in-group members, such as factions within the movement, hence
explaining its association with divisive rhetoric.
On the contrary, for disdain and mockery emoji, we observe that the fitted line for their
co-occurrence with divisive keywords (in orange) is marginally above that for solidaristic keywords (in blue), though there is a great deal of overlapping, and they might not be statistically
distinguishable. However, the co-occurrence line with solidaristic keywords is not entirely flat
but exhibits some hump shape. In other words, disdain and mockery emoji also co-occurred
with solidaristic keywords, albeit to a lesser extent. One explanation could be that users were
expressing sarcasm: they mixed solidaristic keywords with disdain or mockery emoji to convey
their contempt or challenge to the overriding norm of solidarity, which speaks to the possibility
for future research looking into the nuanced interplay between emoji and words.
In sum, the co-occurrence analysis offers evidence that our keyword and emoji approaches correspond well with one another: emoji related to enthusiasm, grief, and anger
co-occurred more strongly with solidaristic keywords than divisive keywords, and those emoji
should serve as valid proxies for the sentiment of solidarity among online discussants. However, the pattern is reversed for disdain and mockery emoji and it points to the more nuanced
interplay between rhetoric and emoji in expressing subtle sentiments such as sarcasm.
Discussion
While we extensively document the rising solidaristic contents, both in terms of rhetoric and
emotions, on LIHKG, the lingering question concerns the mechanism of producing such an
outcome. Was LIHKG (and social media in general) a mere reflection of the broader sentiments
of the movement, or did it shape or contribute to the maintenance of solidaristic norms in the
movement? Of course, we recognize that online discussion on LIHKG was heavily influenced
by the day-to-day development of the movement. Nor are we making any causal claim that
LIHKG made the movement more solidaristic. We believe that, however, LIHKG users did not
merely and passively reflect the sentiments of the movement; they are purposeful agents and
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were part of the movement participants who attempted to exploit every platform (social media
included) at their disposal to influence the movement’s trajectory. In this discussion section,
we offer some qualitative and quantitative evidence to show that LIHKG users proactively
developed practices to reward solidaristic contents with upvotes and discourage divisive ones
with downvotes. In other words, LIHKG users exercised agency to shape the normative and
affective environment of the forum.
One qualitative case illustrates the specific mechanism and, more importantly, the internal reasoning among LIHKG users to promote solidaristic contents and inhibit divisive ones
to influence the movement’s development. We detail one discussion thread before a major
episode of mobilization – the July 21st protests (see the Appendix for the full discussion).
Entitled “A compilation of all threads related to July 21st protests! Help bump all of them
to become popular threads!,” the original post attracted 1545 replies and 524 upvotes in total.
As an information hub, this post organized other prominent discussion threads related to the
mobilization into the following categories: digital pamphlets, protest cartography, the use and
procurement of gears, protest tactics, first-aid knowledge, analyses of police strategies, and
legal resources. Anticipating potential tactical differences and calling for solidarity, the author concluded by chanting several protest slogans which were extremely popular and reflected
the dominant sentiment among protesters, such as “No division; no snitching; no splitting; no
condemnation,” and “Like brothers climbing the same mountain – to each his own path.”
Most importantly, one user (in reply #8) advocated for the importance of users’ practice
and laid out the mechanism through which LIHKG users can promote salutary contents while
inhibiting undesirable ones:
“If you think a certain post deserves more discussion → Upvote + bump the post
→ It remains afloat → More people will do the right thing. If you think a certain
post is divisive, provoking bitterness, or distracting people’s attention → Downvote
the post + go back to the previous page + leave no comment → Let the infiltrators
debate among themselves → The post will soon die out.”
Quantitative evidence corroborates this user-driven mechanism. Using our post-level
data, we regress two outcome variables, (1) upvotes and (2) downvotes of each post, on a
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set of predictors, including our solidaristic and divisive keyword measures and the counts of
emoji. We employ three-way fixed effects specifications to adjust for weekly, thread-level, and
user-level heterogeneities, and report three-way clustered standard errors to account for nonindependence in the errors. Preliminary regression analyses (the full regression table reported
in the Appendix) suggest that the solidarity keywords measure positively predicts the number
of upvotes of a post (point estimate: 0.71; standard error: 0.27) but negatively predicts the
downvotes (pe: -0.10; se.0.06). In contrast, the patterns reversed for the divisive keywords
measure: it positively predicts the downvotes of a post (pe: 0.35; se: 0.12), though its negative
correlation with the upvotes is not statistically significant (pe: -0.25; se: 0.32). In other
words, users seem to reward solidaristic rhetoric with more upvotes and less downvotes, but
penalize divisive rhetoric with more downvotes. These preliminary results are consistent with
the qualitative example we provided, which illustrates the users’ strategic practices to promote
solidaristic contents while suppressing divisive ones. These might partly contribute to the
rising solidarity we observe on LIHKG throughout the movement and deserve more future
investigations, especially on the complex interaction between the online discussion and the
offline movement development.
Conclusion
The use of digital media in political activism is often associated with decentralized organizational structures, both of which can lead to fragmentation. On the one hand, the lack of central
organizations or leaders is conducive to the rise of a tactically radical flank, whose presence
can split the movement from within (Ives and Lewis, 2020; Asal et al., 2012; Robnett et al.,
2015). On the other hand, the reliance on social media can lead to fragmented meanings, social
networks, and even polarization on the ideological and affective levels (Bennett and Segerberg,
2013; Hsiao, 2017; Colleoni et al., 2014; Barberá et al., 2015). The dual sources of fragmentation threaten movement solidarity and result in a diminished commitment by participants over
time. The general inquiry of this paper originated with this concern: Can the use of digital
media foster solidarity while enabling decentralized movements?
Relying on a wealth of discussion post data on the LIHKG forum – as one of the
primary mobilization tools of the Anti-ELAB movement – we documented a process of growing
solidarity both in rhetoric and emotions. Our text- and emoji-based analyses corroborated
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each other to reveal the interplay between the rhetoric of solidarity and associated emotions
(enthusiasm, anger, and grief), both of which increasingly overwhelmed the platform over time.
In contrast, the rhetoric of division was often associated with “negative” emotions (mockery
and disdain), both of which exhibited much slower growth or even a decrease throughout the
movement. In the discussion section, we offer some qualitative and quantitative evidence that
the rise in solidaristic rhetoric and emotions on LIHKG is closely related to users’ practices: they
purposefully fostered solidarity through rewarding (via upvote, engagement, and post-bumping)
contents that promoted collective action and unified participants, while penalizing divisive
contents (via downvote and marginalization) that may harm the solidarity of the movement.
Our study contributes to several debates in the literature. First, a growing body of
works argues that social media can lead to ideological or affective polarization, at least regarding politically salient issues, while highlighting important cross-issue, cross-platform differences
(Barberá et al., 2015; Yarchi et al., 2021). We concur with the approach that acknowledges
nuances in different issues and settings when studying social media and polarization. In particular, we echo Colleoni et al. (2014)’s call to “take the political culture and practices of
users seriously,” but arrive at a different conclusion. Our arguments emphasize the need to
acknowledge users’ agency in using the digital platform, particularly in their ability to develop distinct strategies based on existing platform functions (e.g. popular threads, upvote
and downvote) to overcome potential fragmentation and engender new political norms and cultures. The variation in whether users can successfully develop and implement such strategies
to mitigate polarization and foster new norms across different platforms and social contexts
can be a productive avenue for future research.
Second, while many studies in social movement have pointed out that digital media can
create positive emotions conducive to movement participation or the building of collective identity (Hsiao, 2018; Kavada, 2015; Tremayne, 2014), most are silent on the relationship between
digital media and negative emotions that might hinder movement participation. Digital media
can instigate negative emotions such as sarcasm and disdain and “toxic” cultures (Anderson
and Huntington, 2017; Lee and Kwak, 2014; Massanari, 2017), and the critical issue for movement activists is how to contain such emotions and deleterious norms that could lead to internal
conflict, fragmentation, and the dwindling of solidarity. Our study offers a balanced treatment
of both solidaristic and divisive emotions and rhetoric, not only showing the emergence of the
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former but also contrasting it in relation to the latter. Particularly, we demonstrate that users
of digital media are acutely aware of the deleterious effects of excessive negativity and divisiveness, and how they develop new norms and practices to inhibit the expression of negative
emotions via downvote and marginalization.
Third, our study has implications for how we understand the longevity of a social movement. We showed how technology could change course or even reverse logic trends of collective
action. Research suggests that because the decentralized structure can breed radicalization
and fragmentation (Ives and Lewis, 2020; Asal et al., 2012), digitally-enabled movements tend
to fall apart quickly (Poell and van Dijck, 2015). Our results suggest that this line of argument
is partially true. In the Anti-ELAB Movement, we did see decentralization and radicalization
trends over time, but we did not observe either diminished commitment or internal conflict due
to the establishment of solidarity norms. In other words, the tendency towards fragmentation
was counterbalanced by the presence of solidarity norms. We argue that such a creation of
norms is one of the affordances of digital media. Before the digital age, it would be difficult
to communicate and reach consensus across different groups within decentralized movements
(Klandermans, 1991; Polletta, 2012). However, the presence of digital media breaks this difficulty. In the Anti-ELAB Movement, participants were able to make extensive communication
and coordination before and after launching a protest. While such contact is unlikely to achieve
complicated consensus in decision-making (Bennett, 2012), extensive and iterative communication exposes users to the constant (re)negotiation of the collective frames of the movement
(Snow et al., 1986), and makes possible the emergence of new protest norms (Goldstone, 1994;
Opp, 2001). However, we caution that the norm-generating function is an affordance rather
than an essence of digital media usage. Similar to our above discussion on polarization, it is
equally possible that digital media creates small groups of echo-chambers (Flaxman et al., 2016;
Garimella et al., 2018) instead of movement-wide norms. There is no guarantee that collective
norms will emerge. But when they do, they can counterbalance the dangers of digital media
and fuel the movement continuously, as evinced in the longevity of the Anti-ELAB Movement.
We also caution against some limitations of this study. As our data is observational,
longitudinal data in nature, we cannot provide any definitive causal claim about the effect
of LIHKG usage and participants’ solidarity. Furthermore, this paper focuses exclusively on
LIHKG, and thus has biases in terms of certain movement participants self-selecting into the
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platform. Future research can comparatively analyze cross-platform similarities and differences
in relation to norm generation, such as on Telegram or Facebook. The limitations aside, we
believe that social scientists can continue to exploit the availability of new forms of data (not
only text but also emoji) and inquire into important questions of collective action, polarization,
solidarity, and the role of technology in those issues.
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Appendix

Table A1: Lexicon of keywords related to solidarity, division, violent and
peaceful tactics
Solidarity

Division

Violent tactics

Peaceful tactics

手足 (hands and feet)

冷氣軍師 (air-conditioned strategist)

勇武 (valiant/militant)

和理非 (peaceful, rational, nonviolent)

不分化 (no division)

網上軍師 (online strategist)

前線 (front line)

和平 (peacefulness)

不割蓆 (no cutting mat)

帶風向 (misdirecting public opinions)

氣油彈 (Molotov cocktails)

理性 (rationality)

不割 (no splitting)

風向撚 (fxxker who misdirects public opinions) 火魔 (fire wizards)

非暴力 (non-violence)

唔割 (no splitting)

散水撚 (fxxker who leaves protests)

火攻 (fire attacks)

反對暴力 (against violence)

不指責 (no blaming)

失敗撚 (fxxker who is fatalistic)

裝修 (decoration/property damage)

集會 (gathering)

不篤灰 (no snitching)

戀戰撚 (fxxker who refuses to retreat)

私了 (violent/private settlement)

遊行 (march)

不譴責 (no condemning)

中計 (getting baited)

獅鳥 (violent/private settlement)

失民意 (losing public support)

兄弟爬山 (brothers climbing mountains)

捉鬼 (catching ghosts)

鶳 (violent/private settlement)

失民心 (losing public support)

齊上齊落 (going up and down together)

係鬼 (being a ghost)

神獸 (violent/private settlement)

輿論 (public opinions)

一個都不能少 (Don’t left anyone behind)

左膠 (lefttards)

打狗 (beating up the police)

國際關注 (international spotlight)

不分和勇 (No division between peaceful and militant protesters) 阻膠 (lefttards)

殺警 (killing the police)

唔好中計 (don’t fall into the trap)

和勇不分 (No division between peaceful and militant protesters) 豬隊友 (dumb teammates)

磚 (brick)

唔好守 (don’t station and defend)

團結 (unity)

篤灰 (snitching)

扔磚 (throwing bricks)

唔好衝 (don’t clash with the police)

齊心 (unity)

分化 (division)

掟磚 (throwing bricks)

戀戰 (refuse to treat)

一致 (unity)

三毛 (thirty cents)

還拖 (retaliation)

形象 (public image)

士氣 (morale)

五毛 (fifty cents)

還擊 (retaliation)

觀感 (public perception)

同路人 (fellows)

互屌 (mutual accusation)

以武制暴 (using force to respond to violence)

表達意見 (voicing out opinions)

賽後檢討 (after-action review)

送頭 (intentional feeding)

復仇 (revenge)

選舉 (elections)

共識 (consensus)

指責 (accusation)

報仇 (revenge)

議會抗爭 (parliamentary contestation)
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Table A2: 495 emoji classified into expressing enthusiasm, grief, anger, mockery and disdain
Enthusiasm

Grief

Anger

Mockery

Disdain
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Disdain
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Grief

Anger

Mockery

Disdain
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Figure A1.

Changing predominance of solidaristic, divisive, violent and

peaceful keywords, for full samples and samples excluding posts that are
either produced by influential individuals (whose within-user keyword measure is 1 SD beyond the mean) or contained in influential threads (whose
within-thread keyword measure is 1 SD beyond the mean). Each dot represents
the number of keywords per 1,000 tokens, averaged at a weekly level. The smooth curves
are produced by the generalized additive model (GAM).
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Table A3: Predicting like and dislike counts of posts using keywords and emoji measures, including thred-, user-, and week-fixed effects

Dependent Variables:
Model:

Like count

Dislike count

(1)

(2)

0.7107∗∗

-0.1029∗

(0.2738)

(0.0555)

-0.2517

0.3517∗∗∗

(0.3234)

(0.1215)

-0.0036

-0.0162∗∗∗

(0.0148)

(0.0043)

-0.0081

-0.0029

(0.0186)

(0.0036)

Variables
Solidaristic keywords (per 1,000 tokens)
Divisive keywords (per 1,000 tokens)
Enthusiasm emoji
Anger emoji
Grief emoji

∗∗∗

0.2237

-0.0090

(0.0456)

(0.0081)

0.3715∗∗∗

0.1031∗∗∗

(0.0402)

(0.0104)

0.3107∗∗∗

-0.0300∗∗∗

(0.0469)

(0.0057)

Reply week

Yes

Yes

Thread ID

Yes

Yes

User ID

Yes

Yes

12,750,950

12,750,950

0.04584

0.03599

Disdain emoji
Mockery emoji

Fixed-effects

Fit statistics
Observations
R2
Within R

2

2.78 × 10

Threeway clustered standard-errors in parentheses
Signif. Codes: ***: 0.01, **: 0.05, *: 0.1

−5

2.67 × 10−5
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(a) Top post

(b) Replies

Figure A2. A discussion thread on LIHKG prior to the July 21st protests, accessible
at https://lihkg.com/thread/1329038/.

